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This flip-chart book contains full-color photographs and step-by-step 

instructions demonstrating new, more efficient and ergonomic techniques for 

scaling teeth. These reinforced instrumentation techniques utilize both hands 

while scaling to apply more lateral pressure to the blade and increase control.

Reinforced instrumentation techniques for each area of the mouth are shown. 

Each page presents photos comparing the ideal reinforcement technique with 

the conventional technique, shows how to implement protective ergonomic 

hand, wrist, arm, and sitting/standing positions, and demonstrates the use 

of magnification to see the working area clearly. This foundational book also 

includes tips on stretching to help prevent cumulative trauma disorders. 

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:

	� Detailed drawings and step-by-step photographs demonstrate correct 

scaling techniques and ergonomic positioning that will help dental hygiene 

students prevent work-related injuries.

	� Flip chart format provides a quick-reference, user-friendly interface that 

allows for efficient navigation through the various topic sections.

	� Presents new, innovative reinforced instrumentation techniques designed      

to ensure optimum performance and promote occupational health and     

career longevity.

	� Each instrumentation page explains how to implement protective ergonomic 

hand, wrists and arm positions coupled with correct operator positioning.

	� Emphasizes that dental care providers need not compromise posture to 

clearly see the working area.

	� Shows the importance of magnification in order to sit in an ergonomically  

correct position that will allow for more effective scaling techniques.

	� Stresses the importance of stretching and exercise to increase muscular 

endurance and to increase strength and flexibility to help prevent cumulative 

trauma disorders (Chapter 3: Stretching for Wellness and Career Longevity).

	� Discussions of work-related injuries along with multiple strategies 

for prevention.
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